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The global economic crisis that began in 2008 has presented serious challenges to welfare
states, shaking their financial, social and political foundations in what has become the worst
economic fallout since the Great Depression. This book provides an in-depth analysis of the
impact of the crisis on social policy and welfare state development in Europe and North
America. The varied national experiences of the crisis are examined and put into wider
intellectual and historical context. The book poses such questions as the following: What has
been the impact of the current crisis on social policy? Has the crisis heralded new phase of
entrenchment and austerity, or are there signs of opportunities opening up for progressive
social reform?

The volume is collection of 16 chapters by authors from different disciplines within the
humanities and the social sciences. It contains both general surveys and country-specific
studies dealing with range of issues and provides broad overview of the present crisis and
its implications for the future development of the welfare state.

Contributors: Michael Freeden Christopher Lloyd Diane Perrons Daniel Béland Alex
Waddan Stefán Ólafsson Mairéad Considine Fiona Dukelow Guðmundur Jónsson
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The NordWel Studies in Historical Welfare State Research series provides publishing forum for volumes elaborated on
the basis of the NordWel seminars and conferences. The Nordic Centre of Excellence NordWel (The Nordic Welfare State
Historical Foundations and Future Challenges) is multidisciplinary, cross-national research project and network of eight
partner units in the Nordic Universities. Www: http://blogs.helsinki.fi/nord-wel/.
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